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Have you ever heard yourself say, "As hard as I try, life never turns out like I hoped." "Why is it that

everyone has better friends than I do?" "I would be so happy if it weren't for him [or her]." "No one

can know my secret; I've got to deal with it on my own." "I've messed up so badly, God will never

forgive me." Do any of these feelings sound familiar? These invisible emotional walls block your

progress in life. In Walking into Walls, best-selling author, radio host, and counselor Stephen

Arterburn identifies five prison walls, or blind spots, that will hold you captive and block the amazing

things God wants to do in your life. Arterburn will help you learn how to overcome those life-blocking

barriers and sprint into the future with renewed confidence and joy. This one audiobook is the

breakthrough you need!
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I've only read a little if this book and can already see where it will help me immensely. I was

attracted to it because it is recommended often for people who are blocked by issues in life. There is

a way around them or a way through them.

An easy to read book that provides insight into walls that we and others build and life strategies for

dealing with them.

Thank you for being obedient by writing this material. I know the Lord was using you to help sooooo



many people. Walls or Boundary weall have to deal with them sometime in our lives. This book

helps you to put them into perspective and to assist you into deliverance.Well written and well

received.

This book has so much potential to be far more than it is.I would have liked to see it more "fleshed

out" with further information about what to do if you find yourself hitting any of these walls.I felt like

the chapters were basically introductions to each of the walls, but lacked the depth I was hoping to

find.

Awesome Awesome book !!! It makes me understand the people who have thatkind of personalities

that he talks about in the boo. I love it and will purchase moreof them to give as a gift....

I haven't listened to the entire book yet because it was kinda boring at the beginning. I am hoping

the end is great. I started reading the regular book in the middle and it seems really good. Just wish

there retreats were not so expensive....can't really help low income people that way.

Every leader should read this book. This book was life changing. If you let these biblical truths

change your life. Others have noticed the changes I've made and it has changed them, too. Thank

You Stephen!

This book was different, very informative. It makes you think of why you would feel or behave the

way you. The book shows you how to correct and/or think differently and toy make changes.
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